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Question #415
Which process is used mainly for backward compatibility of gateways in R80.X? It provides communication with GUI-client, database manipulation, policy compilation and Management HA synchronization.
A. cpm
B. fwd
C. cpd
D. fwm
Answer: D
Question #416
What CLI utility runs connectivity tests from a Security Gateway to an AD domain controller?
A. test_connectivity_ad ג€"d <domain>
B. test_ldap_connectivity ג€"d <domain>
C. test_ad_connectivity ג€"d <domain>
D. ad_connectivity_test ג€"d <domain>
Answer: C
Reference:
https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.30/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.30_CLI_ReferenceGuide/html_frameset.htm?topic=documents/R80.30/
WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.30_CLI_ReferenceGuide/200877
Question #417
According to out of the box SmartEvent policy, which blade will automatically be correlated into events?
A. Firewall
B. VPN
C. IPS
D. HTTPS
Answer: C
Question #418
What state is the Management HA in when both members have different policies/databases?
A. Synchronized
B. Never been synchronized
C. Lagging
D. Collision
Answer: D
Reference:
https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R77/CP_R77_SecurityManagement_WebAdminGuide/html_frameset.htm?topic=documents/R77/
CP_R77_SecurityManagement_WebAdminGuide/98838
Question #419
The system administrator of a company is trying to find out why acceleration is not working for the traffic. The traffic is allowed according to the rule based and checked for viruses. But it is not accelerated.
What is the most likely reason that the traffic is not accelerated?
A. The connection is destined for a server within the network

B. The connection required a Security server
C. The packet is the second in an established TCP connection
D. The packets are not multicast
Answer: B
Question #420
SmartEvent Security Checkups can be run from the following Logs and Monitor activity:
A. Reports
B. Advanced
C. Checkups
D. Views
Answer: A
Question #421
SmartEvent uses itג€™s event policy to identity events. How can this be customized?
A. By modifying the firewall rulebase
B. By creating event candidates
C. By matching logs against exclusions
D. By matching logs against event rules
Answer: D
Question #422
Which 3 types of tracking are available for Threat Prevention Policy?
A. SMS Alert, Log, SNMP alert
B. Syslog, None, User-defined scripts
C. None, Log, Syslog
D. Alert, SNMP trap, Mail
Answer: B
Question #423
What is the best method to upgrade a Security Management Server to R80.x when it is not connected to the Internet?
A. CPUSE offline upgrade only
B. Advanced upgrade or CPUSE offline upgrade
C. Advanced Upgrade only
D. SmartUpdate offline upgrade
Answer: B
Question #424
Which of the following is NOT a valid type SecureXL template?
A. Accept Template
B. Deny template
C. Drop Template
D. NAT Template
Answer: B

Question #425
When Configuring Endpoint Compliance Settings for Applications and Gateways within Mobile Access, which of the three approaches will allow you to configure individual policies for each application?
A. Basic Approach
B. Strong Approach
C. Very Advanced Approach
D. Medium Approach
Answer: C
Question #426
Check Point Support in many cases asks you for a configuration summary of your Check Point system. This is also called:
A. cpexport
B. sysinfo
C. cpsizeme
D. cpinfo
Answer: D
Question #427
After finishing installation admin John likes to use top command in expert mode. John has to set the expert-password and was able to use top command. A week later John has to use the top command again,
He detected that the expert password is no longer valid. What is the most probable reason for this behavior?
A. ג€write memoryג€ was not issued on clish
B. changes are only possible via SmartConsole
C. ג€save configג€ was not issued in expert mode
D. ג€save configג€ was not issued on clish
Answer: D
Question #428
What kind of information would you expect to see using the ג€sim affinity ג€"lג€ command?
A. The VMACs used in a Security Gateway cluster
B. The involved firewall kernel modules in inbound and outbound packet chain
C. Overview over SecureXL templated connections
D. Affinity Distribution
Answer: D
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